A brief communiqué from your Foundation for Self Leadership
"More and more people in more and more places are being empowered through Selfdiscovery," as shared with the 2018 IFS Conference attendees by Executive Director,
Toufic Hakim, PhD. "Together, in a triad (you, the Community; The Center for Self
Leadership; and the Foundation) must work together to sustain this momentum."

Check out the Foundation's Video
Visit our YouTube Channel

Community Connections
@ the IFS Conference

"The Gift of Self-Discovery," a 2.5minute video about the Foundation's
efforts to promote emotional healing
and well-being for all is live. The

The Foundation was again visible at
the November 8-10 IFS Conference,
thanks to CSL's generous and
gracious welcome. A presentation
about the Foundation's vision and
priorities was delivered on Friday

video was publicly released at the
IFS Conference on November 9 in
Providence, RI. Please view it and
share it widely with your colleagues
and friends within the community,
inviting them to "imagine a shared
world in which everyone has access
to safe harbors in the storm."

morning at the plenary. Updates
followed, as part of the "IFS goes to
School" panel, addressing the
Foundation-sponsored teachers
program at two Minneapolis schools
(thanks to your support and to Jody

The Foundation has a different
version of this video for the external,
non-IFS-knowledgeable community,
which can be shared upon request

Nelson and her team--more on this
in a later OUTLOOK Shorts).
The Foundation, which celebrated

(Outreach@FoundationIFS.org).

its 5th anniversary, hosted a lively
reception exhibiting its activities

You are invited to subscribe to the
free Foundation's YouTube
channel to view other resources as

related to research, education,
advocacy, and community
engagement. There was a drawing

well, including conference
presentations and the September 21
IFS-in-Schools Foundation Forum.
An overview of the latter (context,
content, panelists) appears in the
November 2018 OUTLOOK (8th
issue), along with a summary of
program evaluation findings to date.

for special prizes and a video-booth
was set up for attendees to record
personal IFS stories (thank you to all
those who participated in these
activities). The Board also held its
annual in-person meetings; its
members joined/led workshops and
round-tables discussion.

Today is #Giving Tuesday. PayPal will match your donation to the Foundation (given through
PayPal) at 100%. We invite you to help us match a special $35,000 USD gift from our
anonymous donor again this year. Consider giving what you can. Already given? We're grateful.

Your support will help us advance independent, empirical IFS research & Selfleadership programs and services for youth, veterans & school teachers.
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